New fraternity planned for next fall

By Barbara J. Hill

A new living group will be added to the present fraternity system of 32 houses, following an overwhelming vote by representatives of the Interfraternity Conference (IFC) at their February meeting.

The vote followed many months of debate between existing houses as to the relative merits of adding another national fraternity to continue (organize interested students with the purpose of founding a chapter of that fraternity) at MIT at this time.

Some houses were concerned that the addition of another fraternity would increase the already rigorous competition for incoming freshmen. This fall's successful rush served to convince some that there would indeed be enough students to go around, while a few others still experience difficulty in filling their houses. These difficulties were due largely to innovations and reorganizations within the houses themselves, and should not continue to be a problem. In order to insure that these houses would not be further weakened by possible competition from a new group, however, it was decided to begin the colonization after the end of Rush Week 1978 instead of this spring as originally planned. This should allow the houses to make up their losses while permitting the student interest groups to form.

The concept of expansion first surfaced last spring when it became known that several student groups interested in forming a new fraternity chapter existed within the dormitory system. There then followed an unfortunate series of attempts to colonize by various national fraternities who were not at first aware that all new chapters must be approved by the MIT Housing Office and by the IFC. After this misunderstanding was dealt with, an IFC Expansion Committee, chaired by IFC Vice-Chairman David Soule '79, was formed to interview national fraternities interested in colonizing here.

Soule explained the present state of the selection process: "The IFC Fraternity system has decided to expand by one house. The Committee is presently evaluating fraternities which have been referred to us and is formulating a recommendation to be presented at the April IFC meeting." The MIT Housing Office is in favor of fraternity expansion as the addition of a new house would help to alleviate dormitory overcrowding.

US govt weighing student aid measures

By Bob Wasserman

President Carter and Congress have each proposed different types of financial aid legislation for families of college students. Carter and Secretary of Health Education and Welfare Joseph Califano would like to expand present aid programs for college youth parents, while Congress has set its sights on tuition tax credits for these families.

Several plans for tax credits to tuition-paying students have been proposed by Congress but most promising seems to be a bill which would allow a credit of up to $500 for each college, elementary or secondary school student in the family. The proposal was passed last week by the Senate Finance Committee after being introduced by Senators Daniel Moynihan and Robert Packwood.

Carter, along with several members of the House and the Senate, have offered an alternate plan which would increase student assistance by almost $1.5 billion. The President's plan would budget an additional $165 million for the college work-study student program and would also raise the median income of families eligible for student loans from $30,000 to $45,000. Carter also proposed a $300 Million Basic Educational Opportunity Grant to include aid to families with annual incomes between $16,000 and $25,000.

Carter has opposed the Congressional plan for tuition tax credits for several reasons. The Moynihan-Packwood plan would be more expensive costing $4 billion. Carter also views the tax credit plan as unfocused, preferring to expand existing programs. Along these lines Secretary Califano announced last week that the White House would be made to force former students to repay educational loans given under the National Direct Student Loan program and the Guaranteed Student Loan program. Califano said that almost 20 percent of the students receiving federal educational loans have defaulted, at a cost of $900 million. In an effort to reduce this, HEW will review in situational cases where students are taking advantage of these programs, and also sponsor seminars for college business officers to urge them to collect these loans. Califano and Carter also oppose the Congressional tax credit bills because of their emphasis on aiding upper-middle- and higher-income families. Carter's program would benefit medium-income families, according to a January report by the Congressional Budget Office.

Among the supporters of Carter's plan are the presidents of over 700 American private colleges which belong to the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities. This group met last month and put off any record as supporting the expansion of existing programs as opposed to tuition tax credits. Key congressmen are also behind Carter's program, including Rep. William D. Ford (D-Mich.) and Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.) who head respective House and Senate Educational Committees.

The Administration's plan does have several drawbacks, however. The Moynihan-Packwood bill would set up deductions for parents of parochial schoolchildren, which Carter's program would not. The American Council on Education also plans to urge Congress to provide added assistance for families of high-cost private college students.
Grading Committee report to be published Weds.

The long-awaited report of the Faculty Senate's Receivables Committee, Grading Policy, in formulation for over a year, has been scheduled to come out this week.

The report, due to be published in the view of the Receivables Committee, recommends a redefinition of grades, the placement of grade distributions on the internal or external transcript, and the authorization for "letters of commendation" which faculty could issue to no more than five percent of the students in a class.

Although the report will be presented at the March 15 faculty meeting, no formal action is expected until at least mid-April. The Committee on Educational Policy (CEP), which received a final draft of the report last week, "is totally split" on the recommendations, according to student members, and may take to official action on them.

The Grading Committee reports directly to the faculty, and CEP endorsement is not required before the faculty considers the measures. However, the report may have considerable difficulty obtaining faculty approval if the CEP does not stand behind it, according to Elliot Moss, a CEP representative.

Moss said he sees the CEP as "unlikely" to endorse grade distributions on transcripts, and split on the question of letters of commendation.

Grading recommendations on the transcript, Moss pointed out, contradict the Grading Committee's stated aim of masking grades on absolute measure of acquired knowledge rather than a measure comparing students' achievements to those of their classmates.

Steve Besen '80, another student representative to the CEP, noted a fear that letters of commendation "could possibly develop into a 'super-A' situation," and he declared his opposition to grade distributions on either internal or external transcripts.

The Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP), which includes all undergraduate CEP members, is preparing to issue a survey after the spring break seeking for student opinions on grading policy and the advisory system. SCEP will meet Thursday night at 7:30 in W-204 to write survey questions.

Mass. auto insurance, explained.

Mass. auto insurance can be a little complicated. And if you're under 25, it can get expensive. We'll simplify things. And we'll help you keep your premiums as low as possible.

W.T. Phelan & Co.
Insurance Agency, Inc.
3 Dunster St., Harvard Square (next to the Holmes Center).
876-0876, Registered Agents, Travelers, Hanover.

Coming of age in Tequila means learning two very important things... how to hold up your jeans with a Cuervo belt buckle... and how to mix your Margarita by the Cuervo pitcherful.

Since you've already into the taste of Cuervo Gold, you'll like getting into these Cuervo artifacts:

The Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle in pewter tone metal. One size fits any belt; $2.50.

José Cuervo Margarita Pitcher. A roomy pottery pitcher (guaranteed lead free) that holds enough Margaritas to make up to 30; $10.99.

To have either, fill out the coupon. To have both, fill out the coupon twice. Then send the coupon with your money. Offer good in the Continental United States, except States where prohibited or licensed. Allow 6 weeks for delivery. Supply limited; offer expires 6/30/78.

Please send me the following:

[Table]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pitcher</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belt Buckle/Pitcher Offer</td>
<td>34.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To have either, fill out the coupon below and send it off to our American hacienda.

CUERVO ESPECIAL® TEQUILA. 80 PROOF IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY

CUERVO ESPECIAL, INC. 1978 HEUBLEIN INC., HARTFORD, CONN.
Carter invokes Taft-Hartley Act. President Carter appointed or company-by-company negotiations. Carter said that the announced that an impasse had been reached in the negotiations Washington news conference at noon yesterday, Carter announced that an industry-wide strike Sunday by a 2-to-1 margin. At a

President Kenneth Hamilton

AIR FORCE ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS ARE PROBLEM-SOLVERS

The Air Force Reserve needs your talent, your skills, your dedication. But don't just do them a favor - let them do you a favor. For you have vision, creativity, and a scientific or engineering degree, apply your talents with a modern service that is not optimistic about a return to the bargaining table. In addition, he expects violence on the coal fields since the miners have not reached agreement in deciding whether or not to go back to work.

By David B. Koez

Early appointment returns for the Spring MIT-Rod Cross Blood Drive which begins tomorrow have been disappointing so far, but the driver's sponsors are hopeful that there will be an increase in interested donors once the drive gets underway. Because about 400 members of the MIT community gave blood during the emergency "Blizzard Blood Drive" last month and many gave at the Kenmore Rod Cross center, these people will be ineligible for this week's drive. According to Rob Sceplitz, 79, co-chairman of the drive along with Jim McConnell, 79, "any real road drive should be around 1,500 pints." The last three major drives have all surpassed that figure, but the chances this spring are slim because of the snow emergency and the resulting large turnout of donors. As usual, legs of beer will be awarded to the dormitory living groups with the highest percentage turnouts, and to fraternities with the highest percentage turnouts, as well as to the most-improved living group in each category.

Last fall, when 1,689 pints were collected (the highest for any eight-day drive in four years), Russian Horn (92.9 percent) and Sigma Phi Epsilon (100 percent) took first-place honors. The drive, which is sponsored by the Technology Community Association in conjunction with the American Red Cross, will run from tomorrow through Friday and from next Monday through next Friday in the Salle de Puerto Rico on the second floor of the Student Center.

Appointments are preferred, as they speed up the donation process for everyone, but walk-ins are always welcome.

Give of yourself Give Blood

Wednesday, March 8 through Friday, March 17 x3-7911 for info

This arcft dated by the Tech. Breakfast
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Today

Is the First Day

of the Rest of Your Life

You've heard that famous quote many times before, but it will probably never be more meaningful than it is right now... as you decide what to do with your future. Because, what you decide now—both the career you select and the company you choose—can influence the course of your entire life. It's not an easy decision to make. You want an opportunity that's challenging and rewarding. You want recognition. You want to learn. And you want to contribute right from the start. That's why we believe you'll want to investigate the exciting career opportunities available with Keydata Corporation.

We're a young, professional, computer services company, located in major cities, making their mark in the fastest growing segment of the computer industry. If you have a degree in computer science, math, engineering, physics, business administration, accounting, or marketing, you may qualify to train for a career in:

- Marketing
- System Design
- Application Programming

If you'd like to make the first day of the rest of your life a meaningful step — not just for today, but for your future — we'd like to talk with you on March 15, over the phone, on campus, or contact our College Relations Department directly.

Keydata Corporation

College Relations

20 William Street, Wellesley, Mass. 02181
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Carter's energetic
not Coolidge's style

By Bob Wasserman

When asked at a Washington press conference last week why the president was such a vigorous leader, Carter answered that his administration had suffered a popularity due to its willingness to tackle tough issues.

In the past, it was found that Carter's populists and the American public could have remained as they were. It was right after he was inaugurated that he made the election a great national achievement.

Carter asserted, however, that his administration had suffered a popularity due to its willingness to tackle tough issues. The White House's campaign for international human rights had made recent gains in several countries, but the Soviet Union's policies continue to be a major issue.

Carter made it a policy at the beginning of his term to make sure that there would be enough time off for work in his administration. "This is a way to put a factory, a factory, or a government," Carter asserted that his administration had suffered a popularity due to its willingness to tackle tough issues.

Carter created a smile through his policy of "avoiding the big problems." The most striking characteristic of Coolidge's presidential style was his reticence in answering questions and his sermonizing in speeches.

Coolidge's economic policy was that of laissez-faire. This was also a time of American isolationism from global affairs, and Coolidge did not like to talk about his role as a white diplomat.

The aim of the editorial was not always the case. A good comparison of presidents and their styles can be drawn between Carter and Calvin Coolidge, who served in the White House for over fifty years apart.

Coolidge was brought up in a rural environment in Vermont, and later in his career, he continued to be a hard-nosed politician. Coolidge often slept more than his allowed time in the White House. The author of the editorial commented that Coolidge was often asleep.

There were some similarities, however both men used the media effectively. Coolidge was photographed in several ethnic outfits, including a full Indian costume, and also held more press conferences than Franklin Roosevelt.

The most striking characteristic of Coolidge's presidential style was his reticence in answering questions and his sermonizing in speeches. The most striking characteristic of Coolidge's presidential style was his reticence in answering questions and his sermonizing in speeches.
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Casino Royale, the MidNite Movie Sat., March 11, in the Sala de Puerto Rico free with MIT/Wellesley ID.

IN TOWN

Stephane Grappelli, legendary jazz violinist, with the D.C. Dole Trio, Fri., March 10, 7:30 PM at Berklee Performance Center; tickets $10 & $7.50 at box office or Strawberries.

The Fourth Annual Animation Festival, at the Carpenter Center for Visual Arts on Quincy St., outside Harvard Yard. March 7, 4pm in 10-250, free.

MUSIC


Wagner's Prelude and Love Death for Piano Concerto, by Gordon Jacob. Admission free.

Program includes:

- Chance and
- Music Lecture,

on Friday, March 10, 7:30 at the Berklee Performance Center, Thur., March 9, at 8:30. For info, call 366-1400.

TEATRE

Working, a new collaboration piece by the Talking Band theatre troupe (from N.Y.) in association with post Marc Kaminsky, Thursday, 8pm, through March 18 at the Cambridge Ensemble, 1153 Mass. Ave. (876-2544).

COMING EVENTS

AT THE MOVIES

- Movies for a Festival of American independent films, Fri.-Sat., March 9-10, at the Cambridge Centre, 1151 Square, outside Harvard Yard. Live music by the Simms Brothers Band, Image, Oak, and the Ellis Hall Band. Spectator admission $2.50. If you wish to donate call (667-6100 x 3497) for details.

- The Fourth Annual Animation Festival, at the Carpenter Center for Visual Arts on Quincy St., outside Harvard Yard. March 7, 4pm in 10-250, free.

- Premiere of '42 (Sun.) 6:30 & 9:30 PM at the BSC. Prescriptions fixed.

- Much for a Festival of American independent films, Fri.-Sat., March 9-10, at the Cambridge Centre, 1151 Square, outside Harvard Yard. Live music by the Simms Brothers Band, Image, Oak, and the Ellis Hall Band. Spectator admission $2.50. If you wish to donate call (667-6100 x 3497) for details.

- The Fourth Annual Animation Festival, at the Carpenter Center for Visual Arts on Quincy St., outside Harvard Yard. March 7, 4pm in 10-250, free.
Win a Cessna Airplane Plus Free Flying Lessons

Natural presents this up-in-the-air contest just for the fun of it. Here's all you do: Fold, Crimp, Lick and Tape this ad or other paper into anything that flies in accordance with the Official Rules. Then, send it to us.

The Grand Prize is a Cessna 152 II Airplane plus free flying lessons (Up to 40 hours). Our runner up prize of a flying lesson will be awarded to all finalists. And, the first 5000 entries will receive an official contest patch. Get flying, you could win.

Greatest Distance Wins The Cessna Special Awards To Most Original, Most Attractive, And Maximum Time Alayo
At The National Fly-Off 100 finalists will be chosen on the basis of farthest distance flown. From these finalists, the Grand Prize Winner will be selected at a National Fly-Off judged by a panel of experts to be named later.

Bonus Awards: At the National Fly-Off all finalists will also be judged in such categories as most original design, most attractive and duration of flight. These category winners will receive special recognition awards.

Quick. Get your entries in today. Then relax, take a “Natural Break”, we'll notify you if you're a winner.

To Enter Complete The Following And Mail (See Rule #1 for contest address)

Your Name ___________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City State Zip _________________________________________

To learn more about learning to fly, call toll free 800-447-4700 (In Illinois call 800-322-4400 and ask for the Cessna Take-Off operator.

---

Official Rules
No Purchase Necessary
To Enter Here’s All You Do...

1. Construct a fixed wing paper airplane which sustains flight solely by use of aerodynamic forces, with a total length and wing span of no more than 60", clearly print your name and address on a visible part of it, and mail (please wrap securely) in a folded, ready to fly condition to:

The Anheuser-Busch Natural Light
Paper Airplane Contest
P.O. Box 8904
Blair, Nebraska 68009

2. Winners will be selected solely on the basis of farthest straight line distance achieved between point of launch and point of nose impact. There will be only one launch per entry. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately.

3. All entries must be received by May 15, 1978.

4. Paper airplanes may have ailerons, rudders, elevators or tabs, but you will make no adjustments in them. The only acceptable materials to be used in construction are paper and cellophane tape.

5. All airplanes will be launched by hand only. If there are any special instructions regarding launching such as the angle of attack and force of launch, please print them clearly on a visible portion of your paper airplane, and the judges will attempt to follow them.

6. Preliminary judging to select the farthest flying 100 paper airplanes will be conducted in an indoor location by the D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION, an independent judging organization.

7. The top 100 farthest flying airplanes (the Finalists) will be flown again indoors to select the farthest flying paper airplane using the same criteria as stated above. Selection of a winner will be made by a distinguished panel of judges who will be named later, under the direction of the D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION.

8. Bonus prizes of Special Recognition Awards will be awarded to finalists in the following categories:
A. Most original design
B. Duration of flight maximum time aloft
C. Most attractive overall appearance of design, and color of paper airplane

Selections of bonus prize winners will be made by a distinguished panel of judges, under the direction of the D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION.

9. In the event of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded. DECISION OF THE JUDGES IS FINAL.

10. Contest is open to residents of the contiguous 48 Continental United States who are of legal age for the purchase and consumption of alcoholic beverages. Employees and their families of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., their affiliates, agents, wholesalers, retailers and the D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION. This offer is void wherever prohibited by law. Winners will be notified by mail. All Federal, State and local laws and regulations apply. All entries become the property of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., and will not be returned.

11. For a list of the top 160 winners, send a stamped self-addressed envelope to: “Paper Airplane Winner’s List,” P.O. Box 9027, Blair, Nebraska 68009. Do not send this request with your entry.
Robert's married friends sing him Happy Birthday in the production of Company at the Loeb Drama Center. (Photo courtesy of the Loeb Drama Center.)

Sondheim's Company
Still a pacesetting musical

Company, at the Loeb Drama Center, 22 Brattle Street, Cambridge. March 6-11, tickets $5.35 and $4.50, call 864-2630 for information.

By Kathy Harris

Stephen Sondheim's Company was an award-winning musical on Broadway, and rightly so. It has been described as a "landmark musical," one of the few shows that enter the permanent lore of the theatre by "altering the scope of conventional dramatic possibilities."

Harvard College, at the Loeb Drama Center, is now presenting a rare Boston-area production of Company which is quite good. Sondheim afficionados should make a point of seeing this much praised musical, and everyone else should try to see it simply because it is a well-performed, funny show.

Company's plot concerns Robert, a 35-year old bachelor living in Manhattan who is continuously evaluating the risks of loving and commitment. Five married couples and three single girls provide him with a means by which to assess these risks.

All the married couples play a sort of show-and-tell in front of their favorite bachelor friend. Several of their problems are common, exposing the trivialities and boredom associated with marriage. Other problems are unusual and perhaps even symbolic. One wife wants to karate-chop the husband out of her husband while another husband slights his wife over a man who wants only freedom.

Company tells all of this with understated honesty and doozies of one-word and one-line laughs. When the stewardess slips to leave the bed after a discreet blackout, Robert asks her where she's going. "Barcelona," she replies.

The structure of Company is not that of a conventional musical. It contains no chorus, and all roles — with the possible exception of Robert — carry equal weight: the singing and dancing melt into one integrated contrapuntal action.

Singing out one member of the cast would risk silencing the others who were all very good and highly stylized in their individual roles. However, Jean Rodney nearly brought the house down with her solo, the neurotic patter song, "I'm Not Getting Married Today!"

The choreography was appropriate and original; the group numbers "Side by Side by Side," and "The Bed After Li" were all very good. Not that of a conventional musical. It contains no chorus, and all roles — with the possible exception of Robert — carry equal weight: the singing and dancing melt into one integrated contrapuntal action.

Singing out one member of the cast would risk silencing the others who were all very good and highly stylized in their individual roles. However, Jean Rodney nearly brought the house down with her solo, the neurotic patter song, "I'm Not Getting Married Today!"

The choreography was appropriate and original; the group numbers "Side by Side by Side," and "The Bed After Li" were all very good. Not that of a conventional musical. It contains no chorus, and all roles — with the possible exception of Robert — carry equal weight: the singing and dancing melt into one integrated contrapuntal action.

To my friends:
I finally passed 18.02.
The father's tour will commence at 16.03.
Surely, I'm not getting married today!

Sofia Lynn Hansen

ATTENTION SENIORS IN ENGINEERING, SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS!

The United States Air Force has technical job openings for career minded individuals.

Contact Captain Harry Cook at the Placement Office, March 13, 9 AM to 5 PM.

PDP-11 Assembly Language Programmers and Logic/Hardware Designers
Part and Full Time Work
Flexibility in Work Schedule/Location
Top Rates
Only extremely qualified applicants seeking a challenge need apply.

Berg Company
(Located 50 miles from Campus)
Bedford, New Hampshire
603-668-3400

To sign on our interviewing schedules, please contact your MIT Placement Office, Room 12-170. Check our posters in the Placement Office and the Engineering Departments for details.

We'll see you on March 8th and 9th. U.S. Citizenship required. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.

The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, an applied science R&D facility operated by the University of California for the U.S. Department of Energy, and located in a rural suburb of San Francisco, will be interviewing BS, MS, and PhD graduates for:

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

The Secret Guide to Computers
available in a 4 vol set $11.20
Basic $2.75
Languages $3.50
Applications $2.50
Systems $2.50
guaranteed to help you through even the hardest course

To send check to: R.M. Walter
92 St. Botolph St.
Boston, MA 02116
Vorlicek to swim in Nationals as team breaks five records

By Greg Zane

The M.I.T. swim team qualified the eleventh place finish they attained in 1980 at the Ivy League Championships at Springfield College on March 9-11, 1981. Captain Preston Vorlicek '79 again qualified for the Nationals. It was his third such appearance in the Ivy Leagues and Vorlicek was the only freshman to qualify for the National meet. Vorlicek is the only freshman to qualify for the Nationals in the Ivy Leagues and Vorlicek was the only freshman to qualify for the National meet.

Vorlicek's performance in the Ivy League meet was highly impressive, as he qualified for the National meet in the 200 yard freestyle, the 100 yard backstroke, and the 50 yard freestyle. Vorlicek's success in the Ivy League meet allowed him to qualify for the National meet, where he would have the opportunity to compete against the best swimmers in the country.

The M.I.T. swim team's performance in the Ivy League meet was also impressive, as they qualified for the National meet in a total of four events. The team's performance in the Ivy League meet was a testament to the hard work and dedication of the swimmers and their coaches, as well as the support of the fans.

In conclusion, Vorlicek's performance in the Ivy League meet and the team's performance overall allowed them to qualify for the National meet, where they would have the opportunity to compete against the best swimmers in the country. The team's hard work and dedication, as well as the support of the fans, played a significant role in their success at the Ivy League meet and their qualification for the National meet.